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CLEAN
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1917
Bathing culture has always played a major role in Japanese tradition, which is why this nation has
such high standards for hygiene and comfort in the bathroom. TOTO have been producing shower
toilets longer than any other company, selling 50 million around the world so far. WASHLET™ quickly
gained popularity after being introduced in the 1980s.
Today, shower toilets are found in 65% of Japanese households, this legacy gives our customers the
confidence that shower toilets from TOTO have developed far past the prototype stage. WASHLET™
models are the product of nearly 40 years of expertise and represent the most advanced technology
available on the market.

What is a WASHLET™ ?

TOTO WASHLET™

WASHLET™ is the name of the world’s No.1 shower toilet developed over 35+ years by Japans TOTO
company developers and manufacturers of bathroom technology since 1917.

With seven models available in lots of configurations (wall-mounted, close-to-wall or
close-coupled) TOTO offer the widest selection for all budgets and applications.

All WASHLET™ shower toilets use an hygienic WANDTM to provide gentle cleansing with warm water
for a fresh, clean feeling.

What are the benefits of a WASHLET™ ?
Part of Japanese lifestyle for years, the shower toilet is still new to Europeans. Cleansing with warm
water after using the toilet provides an especially clean feeling.
The special wand jet system is fully adjustable, allowing users to set the precise temperature,
position and spray type for comfortable intimate cleansing. All easily soiled parts of the shower
toilet stay clean and hygienic.

•

GL 2.0 The solution with added functions

•

RX A minimalistic, curved design option

•

SX A simpler, angular design option

•

RW All the features with stunning curved design

•

SG 2.0 The all-round solution with added hygiene

•

NEOREST EW 2.0 The ultimate solution with added hygiene and comfort

•

NEOREST AC 2.0 The premium solution for total hygiene and comfort

GL 2.0 WASHLET™

RX WASHLET™

Prices start from £2,010 inc VAT

Prices start from £2,899 inc VAT
SPECIAL OFFER FROM £2,299 inc VAT

SPECIAL
OFFER!

The GL 2.0 is available with both hidden
and side connections. It can be combined
with various toilets from TOTO.

WASHLET™ RX combines elegant design
with TOTO’s consistently high standards
of hygiene.

The GL 2.0 features all TOTO comfort
technologies, including the adjustable
warm water spray, temperature control,
different types of sprays, a heated seat,
a Deodoriser, and drying function. Two
users can save preferred settings and
activate them at the touch of a button
using the remote control.

The RX model also includes an adjustable
warm water spray, which is heated by a
continuous-flow water heater to ensure
unlimited warm-water cleansing. It also
has a heated seat, odour-absorbing
deodoriser
and the PreMist feature, which
automatically sprays a fine mist of water
onto the toilet bowl before use. This helps
wash away anything
that might stick to the surface.

The toilet bowl is sprayed with water
before use, which makes it more difficult
for dirt and waste to accumulate.
When not used for extended periods of
time, the GL 2.0 automatically switches to
energy saving
mode.

The seat onWASHLET™ RX is made of
durable urea resin.
Like all WASHLET™ models, it’s possible to
save preferred spray settings for two users
on the remote control and access them at
the touch of a button.

SX WASHLET™

RW WASHLET™

Prices start from £2,899 inc VAT
SPECIAL OFFER FROM £2,299 inc VAT

Prices start from £3,588 inc VAT
SPECIAL OFFER FROM £2,999 inc VAT

SPECIAL
OFFER!

WASHLET™ SX has the same features as
the RX – the only difference is the shape.
The angular WASHLET™ SX has an
elegant, slim urea resin seat and
is equipped with TOTO‘s proven
technologies.
The SX includes the familiar comfort
and hygiene features TOTO is known for:
the heated seat, adjustable warm water
spray (with continuous-flow water heater
for unlimited cleansing), odour-absorbing
deodoriser and PreMist function.
Like all WASHLET™ models, it‘s possible
to save preferred spray settings for two
userson the remote control and access
them at the touch of a button.

SPECIAL
OFFER!

WASHLET™ RW combines TOTO’s class
leading technologies in a stylish curved
shape with added design elements.
The RW model also includes an adjustable
warm water spray, which is heated by a
continuous-flow water heater to ensure
unlimited warm-water cleansing. It
also has a new seamless heated seat to
aid ease of cleaning, odour-absorbing
deodoriser and the PreMist feature,
which automatically sprays a fine mist
of e-water onto the toilet bowl before
use. This helps wash away anything that
might stick to the surface.
The New sleek remote control features
touch-sensative control functions.
Like all WASHLET™ models, it’s possible to
save preferred spray settings for two users
on the remote control and access them at
the touch of a button.

SG 2.0 WASHLET™
Prices start from £4,096 inc VAT

NEOREST EW 2.0
WASHLET™
Prices start from £9,044 inc VAT

The SG 2.0 has all the standard features
available in all other shower toilets of
TOTO.
In addition to the characteristic
warm water spray, the SG 2.0 has a
heated seat, an odour-absorbing
deodoriser,dryer, and the ewater+
function. This feature sprays the toilet
bowl with electrolysed water. The
antibacterial ewater+ actively breaks
down waste.
Instead of being stored in an additional
tank, the water for the SG 2.0 warm water
spray is heated by a continuous flow
water heater. This means unlimited warm
water for intimate cleansing.

The NEOREST EW 2.0 is basically
identical to the flagship NEOREST AC 2.0 –
the only difference is that the EW 2.0 does
not feature the self-cleaning Actilight
technology.
Before use, the NEOREST EW 2.0 sprays the
inside of the toilet bowl with water – after
all, less waste will stick to a wet surface.
Once the toilet is flushed, the WASHLET ™
sprays the bowl with electrolysed water.
This ewater+ has an antibacterial and
cleansing effect. Like the NEOREST AC
2.0, the NEOREST EW 2.0 has a sensoractivated lid which opens and closes
by itself, an automatic flush and an
adjustable dryer. The heated seat and
deodoriser ensure that your visit to the
bathroom is more pleasant. The wand jet
system for personal cleansing is, of course,
individually adjustable.
All the functions, including the water
jet temperature, pressure and position,
can be conveniently adjusted using the
remote control.

NEOREST AC 2.0
WASHLET™
Prices start from £11,689 inc VAT

WASHLET™
Advanced hygiene functions
PreMist
Once the toilet has been flushed, electrolysed ewater+ is being
sprayed onto the toilet bowl, which has an antibacterial and
cleansing effect. It is absolutely safe for the environment and can be
returned to the water cycle without worry.

ewater+
Once the toilet has been flushed, electrolysed ewater+
is being sprayed onto the toilet bowl, which has an
antibacterial and cleansing effect. It is absolutely safe for
the environment and can be returned to the water cycle
without worry.

The NEOREST AC 2.0 is the first shower
toilet of TOTO with self-cleaning
properties. It features the proven
WASHLET ™ technologies and also
actively combats dirt and bacteria.
Actilight technology utilises an integrated
UV light and zirconium coating to break
down bacteria and dirt. The electrolysed
ewater+ has an antibacterial and
cleansing effect.
The PreMist function helps fight bacteria
and dirt from the outset. This sprays the
toilet bowl with water before use, making
it more difficult for waste to accumulate.
The NEOREST AC 2.0 also has a sensoractivated lid which opens and closes by
itself, an automatic flush and an djustable
dryer. The heated seat and deodoriser
ensure that your visit to the bathroom
is more pleasant. The wand jet system
for personal cleansing is, of course,
individually adjustable and provides
unlimited warm water thanks to the
continuous-flow water heater.

Actilight
The selfcleaning toilet bowl uses a photocatalytic process, which
requires two components – UV light and the special zirconium
coating. This is why the NEOREST AC 2.0 features a UV light
integrated into the lid of the toilet bowl. The UV light automatically
switches on once the sensoractivated lid is closed.
All organic substances in the toilet bowl are broken down, and the
toilet remains clean for a much longer period of time.

WASHLET™ THE CLEAN MACHINE
As clean as brand new with every use
TOTO have developed
WASHLETTM technology for
over 40 years with advanced
features to make your
shower toilet the most
hygenic experience to use
and maintain.

Wand jet position
The Wand jet extends
at a 43o angle
during cleansing
this ensures the
Wand cannot
be contaminated
when in use

43°

Self-cleaning Wand
The Wand jet automatically cleans
itself inside and
out before and
after every use

Wand jet material
The Wand jet is made of
a silcone-based
material, which makes
it difficult for dirt or
waste to stick

PreMist
A fine mist of water is
sprayed onto the
ceramic surface,
forming a water film
that makes it difficult
for waste and dirt to
accumulate

Wand above the rim
The Wand is fully
covered when
not in use to
protect it from
contamination

Tornado Flush
All toilets feature the
unique power of
the Tornado
Flushing system

Rimless design
The rimless toilet bowl
is standard on all
TOTO toilets. There are
no difficult to reach
places for dirt and
waste to accumulate

CeFiONtect glaze
The unique
CeFiONtect glaze is
super smooth making
the toilet easy to clean
as it is difficult for dirt
and waste to stick

TORNADO™ FLUSH

WASHLET™

All WASHLETTM WC pans
incorporate TornadoTM Flush.
Multiple jets create a vortex of
water which thoroughly and
quietly cleans the bowl
completely after every flush.

All TOTO WASHLET’s
(except the EK 2.0) are
operated through an
intuative remote control
designed for simplicity
but with advanced
features.

Quietly Powerful

Clean control

So Powerful, So Hygienic, So Quiet
Multiple jets create a circulating whirlpool that bundles the
water into a single powerful flow cleaning practically every
point of the bowl and forcing debris from the toilet.
The Tornado Flush system requires no more water than a
regular flush and as the water does not ‘crash’ into the pan
the toilet is very quiet in operation.
TM

The EK 2.0 WASHLETTM
combines all operating
functions through an
easy-to-use side

Stopping
To stop any function at anytime, press here

Rear Cleansing
Two options regular or soft cleansing

Front ‘lady’ Cleansing
Cleansing especially for ladies

Oscillating Cleansing
The WandTM moves back and forth
for thorough cleansing

Pulsating Cleansing
Water pressure pulses between soft and
strong for through cleansing

Water Pressure Adjustment
For you to set the pressure from soft to strong

WandTM Position Adjustment
For exact position control of the WandTM

User Memory
Memory storage for two users

WASHLET™ FRAMES

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
Unique clean technologies

Dryer
Adjustable jet of warm air
PreMist
Mist of water sprayed onto the ceramic
before the toilet is used. Makes it more
difficult for dirt and waste to accumulate
Auto functions
Sensor based technologies
Actilight
Zirconium coating combined
with UV light for an anti bacterial effect
that breaks down waste
ewater +
Electrolysed antibacterial water
that eliminates bacteria

£343.20
£375.60
£343.20

Hygiene technologies
Tornado flush
Highly effective two or
three jet flush
CeFiONtect
Smooth glaze for a special hygienic
ceramic surface

T9300001

Frame & dual flush cistern options for TOTO Neorest
EW & AC
500 x 980mm Frame/Cistern
500 x 1120mm Frame/Cistern

1120

Deodoriser
Filter system to absorb odours

500 x 820mm Frame/Cistern
500 x 980mm Frame/Cistern
500 x 1120mm Frame/Cistern

500

500
500

T9300022

T9300000
500

500

£454.80
£400.80
1120

4.5l flush
Watersaving full flush uses
just 4.5 litres

Frame & dual flush cistern options for all TOTO wall
hung WC’s except Neorest EW & AC

980

Heated seat
Individually adjustable temperature

Water-saving
Technologies to save water

980

Warm water nozzle
An individually adjustable wand system
with self-cleaning function

Green technologies

TOTO frames and cisterns are designed to work perfectly with any of TOTO’s wall-hung WC’s. Strong and reliable with lots
of adjustment they are simple to install. TOTO frames and cisterns are the only systems that accept the TOTO branded glass
dual flush plate.

820

WASHLET technologies
TM

Dimensions

Rimless design
Ceramic toilet bowl without hard to
reach areas along the top edge

T9300051

TOTO white glass dual-flush plate

Flush plate for all frames except Neorest EW & AC
Flush plate for Neorest EW & AC frames		

£132.00
£150.00

T9300048
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